LEVEL 3℠ WEBSITE ACCELERATION SERVICES
WEBSITE CONSUMERS ARE IMPATIENT, which makes your website performance extremely critical. Whether you are delivering content to a desktop, tablet or mobile device, every millisecond counts in terms of engaging, satisfying and retaining your online customers. But delivering a rich user experience, maintaining innovation, coping with fluctuating demand and optimizing your website can be daunting — and costly. Level 3’s Website Acceleration Services provide solutions to help transform your website performance.

Turning Speed Into Revenue: Our Website Acceleration Platform
Amplify performance availability of your site during flash crowds and traffic spikes.
Render web pages virtually instantaneously to help improve conversion rates and reduce website abandonment.
Help improve your search engine rankings with optimized web pages that use industry best practices.

Level 3: We Make Your Choice Easy
Trusted and Proven
Benefit from years of experience tailoring CDN solutions for large global enterprises.
Centralized Distribution
Access globally distributed servers with nodes and super nodes across all major continents.
Platform Capacity
Our CDN is connected to our global IP network, which offers more than 42Tbps of capacity.
Network Reach
The majority of traffic originating on Level 3’s network stays on it, enabling enhanced, consistent performance control.
**Level 3® Site Transformer®**

Help optimize performance at the network, code, delivery and browser levels by utilizing our global reach to get your content wherever it needs to be at lightning speed. The Level 3 Site Transformer service helps accelerate delivery of static, cacheable, dynamic and non-cacheable web pages. It can transform them on-the-fly to enable faster and more efficient rendering. “It automatically compresses images by 60-80% without the appearance of image degradation, and also supports transcoding files to the most effective image compression type (JPG for IE or WebP for Chrome).” By hosting cached versions of your site on local servers and automatically re-formatting HTML code for swift transmission on any device or browser, the Site Transformer service helps enable phenomenal performance while increasing the availability of your website.

**Feature Full Service**

- Accelerate delivery of small and large objects, static, cacheable, dynamic and non-cacheable content as well as secure content over SSL.
- Optimize delivery of mobile websites and web applications.
- Increase performance across multiple browser and device types.

---

**Level 3SM Mobile Site Acceleration**

Displaying content differently based on device and browser types makes mobile websites complex to render. With the Level 3 Mobile Site Acceleration tool, websites can be dynamically encoded to display content optimally on different devices. This solution helps realize a performance improvement both for standard and mobile websites rendered on Android and iOS devices.
GET IT ALL IN ONE — TOTAL SUITE OF SITE SPEED SERVICES, COURTESY OF ONE PROVIDER

Level 3™ Site Protect
Help mitigate risks posed by sophisticated, distributed layer 4-7 DDoS attacks without significantly impacting website performance.

Level 3™ Origin Storage
Cost effectively store small and large objects, images, videos, files and other forms of content as well as replicate content to help ensure redundancy.

Level 3™ Mobile Site Acceleration
Intelligently detect requesting device types and serve relevant content to users.

Level 3™ Intelligent Traffic Manager
Leverage an easy-to-use DNS based load balancing solution that simplifies traffic management.

Level 3™ Secure Content Delivery
Transfer content over a subset of secure Level 3 web servers to improve performance of secure web pages.

MidTier/Parent
Manage traffic directed at your origin by serving content from a parent cache. Realize significant origin offload and bandwidth services cost savings.

Level 3™ Origin Shield
Help improve site and application security by adding an additional protective layer around your origin.

Token Authentication
Block unauthorized access to content to prevent revenue leakage and better monetize web assets.

Log Retrieval
Collate log data from thousands of globally distributed servers to gain better insight into the utilization and performance of websites, applications, content, hardware and software. Also, debug errant functionality.

Site Targeting
Identify visitors by geographic location, network type, device type and other attributes to target content in real-time at the network edge.

Team with a provider that can offer speed and security you can rely on. With Level 3, your content gets where it needs to go — fast. Contact us to learn more about our Web Acceleration Solutions.

CONTACT US TODAY AT 1.877.2LEVEL3, EMAIL INFO@LEVEL3.COM OR VISIT WWW.LEVEL3.COM.